SOLECON in SILICON Valley
WHAT IS “SOLECON”?
Solecon is an invention contest using Takaha Solenoid, held annually
by Takaha Kiko Co., Ltd. a specialized manufacturer of solenoids.
The Takaha Solenoid Contest (also known as: Solecon) is a contest
for anyone from children to adults.
If anyone likes to make and invent, anyone can apply for a contest!
The grand prize winner will receive US$500 cash & US $500 solenoid
gift coupon, and a trip to Japan to visit Takaha Kiko.
*Solenoid gift coupon can be used at Takaha online shop.

( 2018 SOLECON “LIKE”AWARD )
KUSURIPPI
This alarm robot “Kusurippi”
prevents you from forgetting to
take medicine. It has an inner
clock system that cheerfully
alarms your medicine time. And,
it spits out a single dose of your
medicine when you press its hat!

WHAT IS A DC SOLENOID?

It is an electric device that emits an electromagnetic field through a copper
wire to pull in a magnetic, movable iron core. When current flows through the
wire, the iron core is attracted toward the fixed iron core inside the wire,
constantly drawn to the space within the electric current. When the electric
current is cut off, the attraction ceases. (Depending on the model, there may
be some residual magnetism.)

Takaha Kiko will hold a solenoid workshop to recruit SOLECON applicants in Silicon Valley.
The workshop will be preformed by world famous art unit, and the solenoid evangelist,
President Tosa of Maywa Denki.
Date and Time : January 15th (Tue.) 19:00-20:30
Place : Xhub space Silicon Valley
250 W Tasman Dr Suite 180, San Jose, CA 95134 USA
Tel: 669-214-3690
(Time schedule)
19:00-19:30 Information about Takaha, Solenoid, SOLECON
Presentation by Inventor of “KUSURIPPI”
19:30-20:30 Workshop by President Tosa of Maywa Denki
<< Gift for workshop applicant >>
(1) Solenoid workshop kit
(2) Otamatone

Application sheet

(3) SOLECON T shirt

https://form.jotform.me/90041696954464

